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Creating a Great Lower Body Class: 
 Base Moves:  Squats, Lunges, Plies, Balance 
 How to make these different?  Think creatively! 

o Stationery base and dynamic base  
o Directional movement 
o Add a balance element 
o Work with full R.O.M. and resisted R.O.M. 
o Use levers (body and equipment) 
o Use variety of equipment 
o Play with NO equipment 
o Mix different styles within the same class:  athletic/strong/precise, strong/flowing/interpretive 

 Control speed of music/movement 
o Try music at 100-115bpm 
o Teach movements/combinations at a slower pace every time before taking ‘to tempo’; teach 

alignment, safety, options 
 Sequence class creatively 

o Pattern with equipment + pattern w/o equipment + break // repeat 
o Static base combo + dynamic base combo + balance base combo 
o 2 lower body exercises + 1 core exercise 
o options of adding upper body exercises or cardio/plyo bursts 

 Use breaks!  Choose dynamic limbering/stretching, core/stability exercises, etc. 
 Equipment: Step + ?? risers, Body bar or bar with plates, dumbbells, med balls, stability balls, tubing, 

BOSUs, etc. 
 

CLASS #1 
Warm-up:  Inhale w/OH arms, Exhale to squat (add) pelvic tilt/release while in squat 
Rhythmic:  Wide knee lifts/ knees across/ soccer kick/ hip abduction/ hamstring curls/ hip extension/ soccer 
kick back/ wide taps (to) hip circles 
 
STATIC  Bar Low squat series (straddle step) 
DYNAMIC  -- Pick flowers 
BALANCE  -- Knee up/rotate (add) single leg squat 
CORE   -- Plank walk 
 
STATIC  Bar Plie series (Full ROM, Resisted ROM) 
DYNAMIC Bar Power squat turn series 
BALANCE  -- Knee-swing balance 
CORE   -- Side plank hip drops 
 
STATIC  Bar Lunge series (Full ROM, Resisted ROM) [front foot up] 
DYNAMIC  -- Shaver 
BALANCE Bar Hip abduction hold 
CORE  Bar V-sit 
 
STATIC  Bar Squat series (different foot positions) 
DYNAMIC  -- Lunge to WIII 
BALANCE  -- Hold WIII, R & L hand touches to step 
CORE:  -- Plank knee rotation 



#402  Lean Legs, Great Glutes (cont.) 
 
 
STATIC  Bar Plies w/heel lifts 
DYNAMIC Bar One foot up squat series 
BALANCE  [part of above combo] 
CORE   -- Leg control w/forearms down 
 
FINAL STRETCH 
 
CLASS #2 
Warm-up:  Spine roll-ups // March to step touch (to) leaps // Tap bench (to) soccer touches // Knee lifts (to) 
knee hold switches // Hip extensions (to) 1-2 hold // Out-out, in-in march (to) j-jax (to) hopscotch // plank 
hamstring curls (to) dynamic 
 
W/EQ  Bar Directional lunges 
WO/EQ   -- Squat Figure 8 
*Step touch leaps 
 
W/EQ  Bar Low lunge 
WO/EQ   -- Plie tip the bucket 
*Soccer taps 
 
W/EQ  Bar Alternating power squats off bench 
WO/EQ   -- Pencil grip 
*Knee hold switches 
 
W/EQ  Bar Plie drag 
WO/EQ   -- Charlie’s Angels 
*1-2 hold 
 
W/EQ  Bar Squat/kayak 
WO/EQ   -- Touch the water 
*Hopscotch 
 
W/EQ  Bar Plie/lunge combo 
WO/EQ   -- Curtsy squat series 
*Plank w/dynamic hamstrings 
 
W/EQ  Bar Pick-ups 
WO/EQ   -- Tap & touch + Figure 4 
*Spine rolls/stretch 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Workshops/DVDs: Contact Linda @ kboxfreeman@aol.com // www.guru-fitness.com 
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